Fully-assembled Outdoor Kitchen

Delivered in fully assembled pieces... put them together in less than 1 hr. on a concrete pad.

Put all of the food preparation, cooking and grilling tasks within arm's reach — install the components you want in the configuration that suits you best — "L" Shape, "U" Shape or Straight. Ready to be joined together, the 4 open-air kitchen modules were designed to achieve a perfect fit using Cambridge advanced laser technology.

- Made with Olde English Wall
- Shown above in Toffee/Onyx with Granite Countertop and tiles on all 4 sides in Black Uba Tuba

**Alternative Choice for Color Combination:**
- Olde English Wall in Sahara/Chestnut
- Granite Countertop and tiles in Venetian Gold

**Available Granite Colors**
- Black Uba Tuba
- Venetian Gold

**Includes Coyote Stainless Steel Appliance Package**
- Large 38" wide x 20" deep grill
- 5 burners with 75,000 BTU auto ignition
- 2 lights under the hood for nighttime cooking
- Rotisserie & warming tray
- Built-in thermometer
- Slide-out grease tray
- Sink, refrigerator & cabinet access doors

Easy-to-Use Outdoor Kitchen Planner on back side!

The best outdoor living room ideas come from Cambridge

Cambridge Pavers Inc. • PO Box 157 • Lyndhurst NJ 07071-0174 • Phone 201.933.5000
CAMBRIDGE FULLY ASSEMBLED KITCHEN KIT PATIO PLANNER

It’s simple… expensive and complex software is not required. All you need is a tape measure and a little imagination. Measure your patio or the area of the patio that will be designated for the kitchen. Pop-out the 4 pieces illustrated on this sheet (Refrigerator Cabinet, Corner Unit, Double Door Cabinet and Grill Cabinet). Plot your outdoor kitchen design by arranging 2 or more of the 4 fully assembled pieces onto the pre-drawn graph below. Each square equals a one sq. ft. (12” x 12”) area and the cut out components have been rendered to scale. The diagram will allow you to layout your kitchen configuration on an area up to 20’ x 20’.

Order Form
To Be Completed By Authorized Cambridge Distributor

Date ___ / ____ / _____ Purchase Order No. ____________ Phone ____ - ____ - _______

Distributor Name ___________________________________________________________

Color Combination Choice (Circle One):
- Toffee/Onyx Sahara/Chestnut

Attention Distributors!
For Quick Processing Fax Your Order Direct To Cambridge At 201.933.2230

HOW TO ORDER

Step 1. Complete the diagram using one or all four of the kitchen components shapes that you have cut out below. Tape or glue the cutouts in position on the layout.

Step 2. Refer to the Color Selection options below to choose your Olde English Wall color.

Color Combination Option A:
- Toffee/Onyx Olde English Wall
- Black Uba Tuba Granite Tiles & Countertop

Color Combination Option B:
- Sahara/Chestnut Olde English Wall
- Venetian Gold Granite Tiles & Countertop

Step 3. Submit your layout to any Authorized Cambridge Distributor who will order your Fully Assembled Kitchen.

Step 4. Distributor will copy diagram and fax to Cambridge

Step 5. Cambridge will custom build the fully assembled kitchen pieces in accordance with your layout. Note: Filler blocks are utilized so that separations where the cabinets meet between the units will not be distinguishable when they are placed together.

POP-OUT SHAPES AND ADHERE TO GRID

Refrigerator Cabinet  Corner Unit
Double Door Cabinet  Grill Cabinet